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ABSTRACT
OPTIMIZING REPLENISHMENT ORDER QUANTITIES
IN UNCOORDINATED SUPPLY CHAINS
by
Atipol Kanchanapiboon
Many modern supply chains can be described as a series of uncoordinated suppliers. That
is each supplier establishes their individual inventory and production policies on both the
input and output sides. In these supply links there is minimal coordination between
suppliers, and typically only prices and delivery guarantees are contracted. As a
consequence, the inventory behavior and associated costs do not exhibit standard
patterns. This makes it difficult to model and optimize these chains using classical
inventory models. The common approach, therefore, for evaluating uncoordinated supply
chains is to use Supply Chain Analytics software. These retrieve operational data from
Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) systems and then characterize the historical
inventory performance behavior.
Nearier (2008) developed a joint production inventory model for estimating
inventory costs in uncoordinated chains as an alternative to supply chain analytics. They
proposed a (Q, R, 6) 2 relationship between each pair of sequential suppliers, where Q is
the order quantity, R is the reorder level, and 6 is the production or consumption rate. In
this arrangement each part has two inventory locations: (i) on the output side of the seller,
and (ii) on the input side of the buyer. hi this dissertation, the (Q, R, 6) 2 model was
extended. Three specific research tasks were accomplished in this regard.
First, the inventory estimation accuracy of the original (Q, R, 6) 2 model was
improved. This was accomplished by deriving a more reliable estimate of the residual

inventory at the end of each supply cycle. Further, a more accurate model of the
inventory behavior in supply cycles where the seller has no production was developed. A
discrete inventory simulation was used to demonstrate a significant improvement in the
estimation accuracy, from a 10-30 % error range to within 5% error on average.
Second, a prescriptive model for deriving the optimal Q when reducing inventory
costs in a (Q, R, 6) 2 supply relationship was developed. From simulation studies, it was
found that due to differences in production batch sizes, production rates, and
replenishment order quantities, the inventory cost function exhibits a non-differentiable
step-wise convex behavior. Further, the steps are observed to occur at integer ratios of Q
and the buyer's production batch. This behavior makes it difficult to analytically derive
the optimal Q, which could occur at one of the step points or any intermediate point. A
golden section based search heuristic for efficiently deriving the optimal Q was
developed.
Third, the robustness of Q to demand shifts was studied. A demand shift occurs
wherever the mean demand jumps to a higher or lower level, similar to a moving average
forecast. The demand shift range beyond, which there is significant deterioration in
inventory costs and a change in the supply policy Q is justified, was determined Two
supply policies were studied: (i) fixed delivery batch and (ii) fixed production period. For
each stochastic demand shift behavior, a delivery batch size or production period that
minimizes the total cost of both suppliers is selected.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1 Introduction to the Problem
A supply chain can be considered as a network of production and distribution facilities,
with multiple point of sale terminations. Supply chains as physical networks are not new,
but since the late 1980s, there was a considerable evolution in the practice of supply
chain management (SCM). SCM can be described as a total systems approach to
efficiently managing the entire flow of information, materials, and services from raw
material suppliers through factories and warehouses to the end customer so as to
minimize cost and maximize service. In particular SCM uses advanced information
technology, to coordinate the activities of (i) procurement, (ii) production, (iii)
warehousing, (iv) distribution logistics, and (v) retail sales so as to meet the supply chain
objectives and optimize the performance metrics. In this dissertation our focus is
exclusively on the materials flow component of SCM.
The two key materials flow related SCM performance metrics are (i) Inventory

Turnover Ratios Annual cost of material goods sold divided by average daily inventory
—

value, and (ii) Customer Service Rate

—

Customer orders that are filled within the target

time. Clearly, one of the most important functions in SCM is inventory control and the
SCM research literature is rich with papers focused on this topic. A key decision of the
inventory control function is specifying the inventory quantities at each location (or
supplier) in the chain. Inventory is a major cost driver in the performance of the supply
chains, and there is considerable research on this subject. From a literature review, it is
found that the majority of the existing supply chain inventory research topics assume the
1

2

supply relationships are coordinated or synchronized, and there are a large number of
papers on the subject. Typically, these papers assume production occurs in a lot-for-lot
mode or in integer multiples.

Figure 1.1 Scope of (Q, R, 6) 2 supply inventory model in the supply chain.

Consider Figure 1.1 above, which illustrates a supply chain with six suppliers.
Supplier A, B, and C receive materials from outside the supply chain and these are then
processed through the network. There are then six manageable inventory relationships in
this chain: A—> D, D— F, C—> F, and F- *Customer. In a coordinated chain
these relationships are centrally managed and shipments occur in a synchronized manner.
Figure 1.2 shows the inventory behavior of a fully coordinated supply chain

3

Figure 1.2 The inventory behavior in fully coordinated supply relationship.

However, in many modern supply chains the coordination assumption does not
hold. These supply chains can be described as a series of uncoordinated supplier
relationships. That is each supplier establishes their individual inventory and production
policies on both the input and output sides. In these supply links there is minimal
coordination between suppliers, and typically only supply prices and delivery guarantees
are contracted. As a consequence, the inventory behavior and associated costs do not
exhibit standard patterns. Figure 1.3 illustrates the typical inventory behavior in an
uncoordinated supply relationship. The y-axis shows the inventory level of the buyer and
seller over the time in x-axis. It is clear that the lack of a clear inventory pattern makes it
difficult to estimate the inventory costs and consequently effectively manage the supply
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policy. This makes it difficult to model and optimize these chains using classical
inventory models. The common approach, therefore, for evaluating uncoordinated supply
chains is to use Supply Chain Analytics software. These retrieve operational data from
ERP systems and then provide inventory performance metrics. Going back to Figure 1.1,
the analytics would provide estimates of the inventory range of each of the six inventory
relationship pairs.
Inventory Level

Figure 1.3 The typical inventory behavior in an uncoordinated supply relationship.

Nearier (2008) developed a joint production inventory model for estimating the
inventory costs in uncoordinated chains, as an alternative to the use of Supply Chain
Analytics software. Nearier proposed a (Q, R, 6) 2 relationship between each pair of
sequential suppliers, where Q is the supply order quantity, R the reorder level, and 6 the
production rate. The scope of their model is a single supply pair as shown in Figure 1.1.

5
But their model is applicable to any pair in the network, and hence can be used to
estimate inventory costs across the network.
The (Q, R, 6) 2 model focuses on a pair of two sequential suppliers. The first
supplier (seller E) produces a product that is shipped as an input material to the second
supplier (buyer F) to be used to make a final product for end customers. In this
arrangement, each part has two inventory locations: (i) on the output side of the seller,
and (ii) on the input side of the buyer. Nearier (2008) found that since the inventory
policies are not coordinated, the inventory behavior is not easily characterized and tends
to exhibit long irregular cycles primarily due to the difference in production rates (6),
production batch sizes, and the selection of supply order quantities (Q) for logistics
convenience. Nearier's proposed (Q, R, 6)2 model is an approximation since it
approximates the average inventory behavior across a range of supply cycles. He
considered several supply relationships by capturing the inventory behavior for each
supplier in that case. From several case studies, he concluded that the joint inventory cost
for a supply pair tends to be a stepped convex function. In developing their descriptive
model, they found that the residual inventory at the end of each supply cycle was a key
determinant of the inventory costs.

1.2 Problem Statement
There continues to be a need for models which provide more reliable insights to the
inventory behavior of uncoordinated supply chains. In this context, it proposed that by
either optimal or sub-optimal coordination of (i) the supply quantity (Q) or (ii) the seller's
production batch size (B) considerable inventory cost benefits can be achieved. Note that
not a full coordination was proposing, but rather a partial coordination where feasible.
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This research extends Nearier's (2008) descriptive model to the prescriptive level. It is
assumed that demand is deterministic and constant, but could shift periodically. Since the
objective function is known to have a step-wise convex behavior, search based
optimization procedures need to be developed. There is also a need to develop the model
to determine the supply policy in uncertain demand conditions.

1.3 Research Objective
The overall objective of this research was to extend the (Q, R, 8) 2 inventory model and
make it more readily applicable in the management and operation of uncoordinated
supply chains. The research was organized into the following three research objectives
each of which was accomplished:

Research Objective #1: The inventory estimation accuracy of the original (Q, R,
6) 2 model was improved. This was accomplished by deriving a more reliable estimate of
the residual inventory at the end of each supply cycle. Furthermore, a more accurate
model of the inventory behavior in supply cycles where the seller has no production was
developed. A discrete inventory simulation was used to demonstrate through hypothesis
testing a significant improvement in the estimation accuracy, from a 10-30 % error range
to within 5% error on average.

Research Objective #2: A prescriptive model for deriving the optimal Q when
reducing inventory costs in a (Q, R, 6) 2 supply relationship was developed. From
simulation studies, it was found that due to differences in production batch sizes,
production rates, and replenishment order quantities, the inventory cost function exhibits
a non-differentiable step-wise convex behavior. In addition, the steps were observed to
occur at integer ratios of Q and the buyer's production batch. This behavior makes it
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difficult to analytically derive the optimal Q, which could occur at one of the step points
or any intermediate point. A golden Section based search heuristic for efficiently deriving
the optimal Q was developed.

Research Objective #3: The robustness of Q to demand shifts was studied. A
demand shift occurs wherever the mean demand jumps to a higher or lower level, similar
to a moving average forecast. The demand shift range, beyond which there is significant
deterioration in inventory costs and a change in the supply policy Q is justified, was
determined. Two supply policies were studied: (i) fixed delivery batch and (ii) fixed
production period. For each stochastic demand shift behavior, a delivery batch size or
production period that minimizes the total cost of both suppliers is selected.

1.4 Research Significance
The improved (Q, R, model provides a more reliable approach for estimating
inventory costs in uncoordinated supply relationships. This research develops a
prescriptive model for deriving optimal order quantities and production batch sizes in (Q,
R, 8)2 settings. These models will enable supply chain managers to suggest partial
coordination strategies which improve the network inventory costs, without significant
operational changes at each supplier. Moreover, this prescriptive model will provide
suppliers with a decision support tool for negotiating and setting supply parameters so as
to minimize their joint inventory costs. This research also quantifies the effect of
changing demand conditions on inventory costs given a fixed (Q, R, 8) 2 policy. This, in
turn, will let supplier know when to renegotiate or reset the supply parameters and what
should be the optimal supply policy in the uncertain demand conditions.
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1.5 Organization of Dissertation
In Chapter 2, literature review in the area of joint inventory replenishment policy and
supply chain inventory policy are presented. Chapter 3 provides the modification in (Q,
R, 6) 2 inventory model for more reliable inventory approximation, including the model
validation with inventory simulation. Chapter 4 includes the algorithm to find the optimal
order quantity using modified golden Section search. Chapter 5 analyzes the robustness
of supply chains in shifting demand conditions and presented the selection of the optimal
supply policies. The conclusion of the research and future research suggestion are listed
in Chapter 6.

CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE SURVEY

2.1 Jointed Economic Lot Size Model
In supply chain models, one of the classical problems is optimization of the logistic cost
in the chain. Traditional models focus on finding the optimal order quantity from the
basic EOQ model which considers the inventory and order cost of only the buyer in the
chain. This model yields high inventory costs to the vendor. In the real chain, it is
unlikely that the vendor will agree with the EOQ model from the buyer. The cost is not
optimal for the buyer.
In order to find the order quantity that is optimal to both vendor and buyer in the
chain, Baneejee (1986) proposed a joint economic-lot-size model (JELS) for both buyer
and vendor. The vendor produced each lot for each buyer order (lot-for-lot basis). The
model assumes deterministic conditions of the demand rate. The assumption of lot-for-lot
restriction is relaxed in Goyal (1988). It is assumed that the vendor production quantity is
an integral multiple of the buyer order quantity. The shipments of equal sizes assume to
occur after the production is completed. By relaxing the lot-for-lot assumption, the total
cost of both parties is equal to or less than the cost in the original JELS model. Later,
Goyal (1995) relaxed the assumption that the shipment size increase from previous
shipment based on the production and demand rate. Hill (1997) later added that the
successive shipment should increase by a factor between one and the ratio or production
and demand rate. The time to consume current shipment is expected to equal the time to
produce next shipment. The procedure to modify shipment size in each subsequent
delivery is in Goyal (2000).
9
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Considering the procurement policy, Goyal and Deshmukh (1992) determined the
optimal lot size of jointed consideration of raw material and finished products. This
integrated procurement-production (IPP) system optimization gives a lower cost than
separated optimization. Later, Lee (2005) developed IPP model with a single product,
one manufacturer and one buyer. Six cost components are included in the objective
function: (a) manufacturer's raw material order cost (b) manufacturer's raw material
holding cost (c) manufacturer's production setup cost (d) manufacturer's finished product
order cost (e) buyer's finished product order cost and (f) buyer's inventory holding cost.
The objective is to minimize the average inventory and production costs. The jointed
consideration has a lower average inventory and cost than separated optimization of
manufacturer and buyer.
More study on JELS is base on different assumption and parameters.
Visawanathan and Piplani (2001) proposed an inventory model of one-vendor, multibuyer supply chain. A common replenishment epochs or time period is defined as a
coordinating policy between vendor and buyers. The model yields a higher inventory on
the buyer side which can be compensated by price discount from vendor. Zhao (2004)
developed an optimal order quantities model for a supplier-retailer supply chain. The
transportation and uses of vehicles for delivery are considered. A modified EOQ model is
proposed. Braglia and Zavanella (2003) discussed 'Consignment Stock' (CS) in
automotive manufacturing domain. An analytical model of CS in single-vendor singlebuyer was proposed. The condition to get a success when implementing the CS is also
analyzed. Pujawan and Kingsman (2002) derived a model for JELS of one-vendor and
one-buyer. There are multiple shipments for each buyer order and the production can be
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divided in more than one batch. Two replenishment policies are analyzed: (a) the delivery
occurs only after the whole production batch is completed and (b) the delivery can occur
as soon has there is sufficient inventory for delivery. The model is used for studying the
effect of information sharing and synchronization by comparing individual decision and
joint decision. It is concluded that the coordination of vendor and buyer yields a better
performance for the whole supply chain. Wu and Ouyang (2003) extended the vendorbuyer system to a shortage is allowed case. It is found that the combined total cost is
lower than no-shortage case.
The just in time concept and production scheduling are also mention in recent
research. Zimmer (2001) analyzed a single-period order and delivery planning model
within a just-in-time setting. The model focuses on both the overall performance and the
allocation of the cost to each party in the chain. Chan and Kingsman (2007) suggested the
coordination of single-vendor multi-buyer supply chain by synchronizing production and
delivery cycles. The scheduled delivery days from buyer will be shared with seller to plan
the production cycle. The buyers are allow choosing their delivery lot sizes and order
cycles. It is proven that this policy is better than independent optimization or restricted
the buyer to a predetermined common order cycle. Boute et al. (2007) analyzed two
echelon supply chain with single retailer and single manufacturer. The production is
make-to-order basis. It is found that smooth order pattern results in shorter and less
variable production and replenishment lead times, which compensate the effect of higher
retailer safety stock. By including the impact of order decision on lead times, the order
pattern can be smoothed without increasing in stock levels. This policy benefits both
parties.
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In parameter synchronization, Sucky (2003) discussed the most assumption for
the JELS which is the supplier has the complete information of buyer cost structure. The
assumption is not realistic because buyer does not have incentive to do that. This research
provided a bargaining model about buyer cost structure. It is assumed that buyer has
power to use EOQ if the negotiation does not success. The algorithm was also
implemented as software application. Park (2006) developed a JELS supply chain model
with multiple-manufacturer and single-retailer. The demand is deterministic and constant.
The order quantity, which is allocated to multiple manufacturers, placed for each period
is based on the EOQ policy. The deterministic variables are cycle length, the frequency of
shipment, and the production allocation for each manufacture. The problem is a concave
minimization problem; therefore, the closed form solution of cycle length and the
production allocation in terms of production allocation ratios is proposed. The nearoptimal heuristic algorithm is provided.
Information sharing and negotiation between vendor and buyer was considered in
some models. Kelle et al. (2003) analyzed two cases of buyer-supplier relationship and
negotiation: (a) supplier's dominance with larger production and delivery lot size (b)
Buyer's dominance with smaller delivery lot size and more frequent shipment. The
analysis assume that the buyer's order is filled by a number of identical delivery lot size
while the production lot size is an integer multiple of the shipment size. On the other
hand, Sucky (2003) discussed that the most assumption for the JELS which is the
supplier has the complete information of buyer cost structure. The assumption is not
realistic because buyer does not have incentive to share that information. A bargaining
model about buyer cost structure is provided. It is assumed that buyer has power to use
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EOQ if the negotiation does not success. The algorithm was also implemented as
software application.
Only few multi-echelon JELS are found. Chiu and Huang (2003) proposed a JIT
multi-echelon model of suppliers in series. The delivery lead times are random. The
member exchanges information in order to make production or replenishment. The model
uses a time buffer and emergency borrowing policies in order to deal with the uncertain
delivery lead times to avoid stock outs. The problem is found to be a complex mixed
nonlinear integer programming problem. Combination of A proposed search
methodology and a simulated annealing algorithm is used to find a near-optimal solution.

2.2 Supply Chain Inventory Policy
The efficiency of different inventory policy is studied in Hoberg et al. (2007). The linear
control theory is used to compare three inventory policies in the supply chain for the
effect to order and inventory variability. With inventory-on-hand-policy, order quantities
are determined from the current inventory at that echelon. Pending orders from previous
periods are ignored. On the other hand, based stock policy usually used in the chain with
low set-up cost. There are two based stock policies: (a) installation stock, which based on
local information and (b) echelon-stock policy, which based on system-wide information
in the chain. From the analytical model, it is concluded that the inventory-on-hand policy
is unstable, while the installation-stock and echelon-stock policies are stable and less
fluctuated.

CHAPTER 3
IMPROVED (Q, R, 8) 2 INVENTORY MODEL

The (Q, R, 8)2 model, originally proposed by Nearier (2008), is a parametric supply chain
analytic model that provides an estimate of the inventory costs between a pair of
suppliers within a supply chain network. The model considers both the production and
replenishment activities of each supplier. The original (Q, R, 8) 2 model was derived from
the jointed economic lot size (JELS) model first proposed by Bannerjee (1986).
Referring to Figure 1.1, the (Q, R, 8)2 model consists of a set of UPMs (Unit
Process Model) which quantify the inventory relationship for each supply pair. Since
there are six manageable inventory relationships in the Figure 1.1 supply chain (A-4),
D—>F, B—>E, E—>F, C—>F, and F—>Customer), there are then six interrelated UPMs. Each
UPM estimates the inventory costs between a buyer and a seller for a single procured
product. The UPMs themselves are linked by the demand explosion which cascades
through the network. For example, the E—>F UPM is driven by demand for the final
product, while the B—>E UPM is driven by demand for the intermediate product j. But the
demand for j is exploded from the final product demand. In this chapter; therefore, an
improved (Q, R, 8) 2 inventory estimation was developed.

3.1 Introduction to Original (Q, R, 8) 2 Inventory Model
In this Section, a brief introduction to the assumptions, key parameters, and cost
components of the (Q, R, 8)2 model are presented.
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3.1.1 Assumptions
In the formulation of the (Q, R, 8)2 , the following assumptions are made:
•

The final product demand is deterministic.

•

The consumption rate of product by a downstream buyer is not greater
than the production rate of product by an upstream seller.

•

The final demand from the market is never greater than the production rate
of the last supplier in the supply chain.

•

The replenishment from buyer to seller is instantaneous, that is the
transport time is considered to be zero.

•

The output from the production is available for shipment immediately to
the buyer or final customer.

•

Stockouts or backorders are not allowed.

•

The supply prices and transport cost is fixed regardless of the size of
replenishment order quantity. That is there are no quantity discounts.

3.1.2 Key Parameters
The key parameters which describe the buyer-seller supply relationship in an
uncoordinated supply chain were introduced below. At the this point only a pair of
suppliers was considered, the seller (1) and the buyer (2) as shown in Figure 3.1.
Q

Replenishment order quantity shipped from the seller to buyer. Once Q is

decided it is fixed for the planning horizon.
R1

Production reorder level of the seller. That is, when the output side

inventory level reaches R1 then a production order is triggered.
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R2

Replenishment reorder level of the buyer. That is, when the input side

inventory level reaches R2 then a replenishment order is triggered.
81

Output production rate of the seller, units/day

62

Output production rate of the buyer, units/day

Z

Bill of materials explosion between buyer and seller. That is, Z units of the

seller output are required to make one unit of the buyer output. It is assumed that Z is
integer.
B IProduction batch size of the seller
B2

Production batch size of the buyer

Figure 3.1 (Q, R, 6) 2 inventory model for a buyer and a seller.

According to Figure 3.1, the right supplier (buyer) produces the final product at
the rate of 82 with the production batch size of B2. The left supplier (seller) produces
product j which is used to make final product with a BOM quantity of Z. Therefore, B 2 Z
units of product j are required to make one product batch of the final product, and the
consumption rate is 62Z. When the buyer input-side inventory for product j drops to
replenishment reorder level R2, then the order quantity Q will be shipped from the left
supplier (seller). Until the output-side inventory of seller reaches production reorder level
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R1, the production order of NB1 is released (N is the number of production batches
needed to satisfy Q from the buyer). The production occurs at the rate of 81 until the
quantity NB' has completed and the production stops. The cycle repeats again.
3.1.3 Cost components

To develop the inventory cost estimation Nearier (2008) identified the following cost
components between a supplier pair, these are denoted in Figure 3.1:
V1 Unit input side inventory cost of the buyer
V2 Unit output side inventory cost of the seller
V3 Unit order cost for the buyer
V4 Unit in-transit inventory cost from seller to buyer
The approximation of inventory pattern proposed by Nearier et al (2005) for
buyer and seller is shown in Figure 3.2. The supply cycle is defined as the length of the
time that it take for the customer to consume a production batch

B2

of the buyer. The

supply cycle time length can be calculated by T:

T = B2/D

(3.1)

The following notations are introduced:
V Total unit inventory cost in the supply chain
Ch Annual unit inventory cost of item between seller and buyer
One of the key questions in setting up the (Q, R, 8) 2 model was, what unit should
the inventory costs be anchored to ? The conclusion from our research was that the

anchor should be a unit of final product. This allows the model to normalize the
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differences in cycle times and BOM explosion across the supply chain. The above costs
are unitized in this scale. As an example the V2 cost is not per unit of product j, but rather
per unit of final product, even though the V2 cost pertains to product j.
A second key question was, for each supply pair what should be the cycle time
over which we study the inventory behavior? The assumption here is that the behavior
repeats every cycle. Now it is know that in uncoordinated supply chains the repetition
cycle is very long, and in many instances could be longer than a year. But for modeling
purposes it was found that a shorter cycle time can give us a relatively accurate estimate
of the inventory behavior. Therefore, for a supply pair the supply cycle was defined as
the length of the time that it takes for the customer to consume a production batch B2 of
the buyer, which is the same as the time between two subsequent production starts at the
buyer. If D is the annual demand for the final product then the supply cycle time length is
denoted by T in equation (3.1) and is given by:
T = B2/D
The first step in developing the (Q, R, (5) 2 model was to try and capture the
approximate inventory behavior between the supplier pair during the supply cycle. This is
shown in Figure 3.2, note that this represents the nominal or average behavior for a
specific parametric case. In reality each supply cycle repetition will demonstrate a
variation of Figure 3.2 inventory behavior. Furthermore, when the parameters change,
then even the nominal behavior will change.
The following graph in Figure 3.2 shows the inventory on the input side of the
buyer, while the lower graphs shows that for the outside side of the seller. Each graph is
divided into two phases, a production plus replenishment phase, and a no production
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phase during which the residual inventory level remains unchanged. Next, in Figure 3.2,
inventory behavior for buyer and supplier was described in detail. This includes an
abbreviated derivation of the (Q, R, (5) 2 inventory estimation model. Note that VI and V2
cost will initially be derived as a dollar cost per supply cycle. The unit cost is then
calculated by taking the supply cycle cost and dividing this with the final product demand
per supply cycle.

Figure 3.2 Nominal inventory behavior between buyer and seller.
a. Input Side Buyer Inventory Cost
Referring to the upper graph in Figure 3.2, the supply cycle starts when the production of
a new batch of the final product is initiated. The inventory behavior is described by the
following events:
• Production of a new final product batch starts.
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•

The input side inventory declines until it reaches the replenishment reorder level
R2.

•

The buyer then places an order for Q, and the order is immediately shipped from
the seller.

•

On receipt of seller shipment the input side inventory jumps to R2+Q.

•

For the nominal case, it is assumed that the order quantity Q is smaller than the
buyer consumption batch size ZB2. The replenishment behavior therefore repeats
several times.

•

At some point the production batch for the final product is completed and the
input side inventory is frozen at the residual level.

•

In a coordinated chain the residual level will typically be the same every cycle
and in the ideal case will be equal to

R2,

in an uncoordinated chain the residual

inventory level changes from cycle to cycle.
•

The inventory level is frozen till a new production batch for the final product is
initiated. Depending on the production rates and demand rates, the frozen cycle
could be quite long.
The frequency of replenishments orders in the supply cycle depends on the size of

Q. Therefore, the inventory cost of the buyer can be divided into two cases by the size of
order quantity. The above was labeled as Case-1, in which the buyer needs to deliver
more than one order during each supply cycle. Alternatively, Case-2 is when the order
quantity Q is larger than the buyer consumption batch size ZB2. In this later case, each
order replenished to the buyer will be used in more than one supply cycle. The buyer
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does not need to place an order in every supply cycle. The inventory cost derivations for
each case follows.
Case 1-

For small Q, the replenishment cycle are divided into two sections, full

replenishment cycle and partial replenishment cycle. In order to calculate the inventory
cost for input parts, the following integer functions are defined:

Function Int+ and Int- separate the value into integer and fractional part
respectively. Using the definition of the above defined integer functions; the V1 cost can
be identified as:

Case 2-

For large Q, each replenishment for the buyer consists of more than one

supply cycle length. The cost per supply cycle length is the average inventory cost of
both cycle with replenishment and cycles without replenishment. Two integer functions
are defined:

Number of consecutive supply cycle without replenishment: X2 = Int+{ Q -1
—

The partial supply cycle: Y2 = Int

- {

ZB

From the above integer functions, The V1 cost can be defined as:

b. Output Side Seller Inventory Cost
Referring to the lower graph in Figure 3.2, the seller supply cycle start coincides with that
of the buyer, which is the production of a new batch of the final product at the buyer. The
seller inventory behavior is then described by the following events:
•

Production of a new final product batch starts at the buyer. The seller inventory
level remains frozen.

•

A replenishment order for quantity Q is received from the buyer and is
immediately shipped, the seller inventory drops by Q.

•

When the seller inventory reaches the reorder level R1, the seller begins
production of a new batch of product j.

•

The inventory level then increases at the rate 81. It is assumed that the seller
production rate 8/ is greater than the buyer consumption rate is Z82.

a

2
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•

At some point the seller receives another replenishment order, which is shipped
immediately and the inventory drops again by Q. Since δ1>Zδ2 each subsequent
drop point is higher than the previous drop point.

•

For the nominal case, it is assumed that the seller will continue producing after
the last replenishment order is shipped.

•

The seller completes production of the batch and the residual inventory level is
frozen for the remainder of the supply cycle.

The frequency of seller production orders in the supply cycle depends on the size
of B1. Therefore, the inventory cost of the buyer can be divided into 2 cases by the size of
B1 . The above is labeled as Case-1, in which the seller produces one or more production

batches during each supply cycle. Alternatively, in Case-2 B1 is much larger than is 152,
consequently a production supply cycle is followed by one or more supply cycles in
which there is no seller production. The following parameters are introduced to describe
the seller inventory costs:

N = Number of production batches produced in a supply cycle
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U = The residual inventory at the beginning of no-activity period
(3.10)
X4 = Number of seller production cycle in 10 supply cycle
(3.11)

Int Nex t Round-up

function of the value to the next integer

The cost V2 for a supply cycle can be derived from this formula:
V2 = average inventory cost of supply cycle with and without production
(3.12)

Figure 3.3 Output side seller inventory behavior (case-1).
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Case 1: Figure 3.3 shows the detailed inventory behavior for case-1. To derive
-

the total inventory cost during the seller's output inventory cycle, Figure 3.3 was broke
up into the following areas: G10- the reorder or safety stock inventory; G11- the full
cycle triangular inventory when the production and replenishment cycles overlap; G12the full cycle step inventory when the production and replenishment cycles overlap; G13
— the partial production cycle step inventory plus the step inventory during the remainder
of the replenishment cycle; and G14 — the no activity inventory.
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Figure 3.4 Output side seller inventory behavior (case-2).
Case-2: Figure 3.4 shows the details of the inventory behavior when there are
supply cycles in which no production occurs. The approach is to consider the noproduction cycles separately, which is derived as follows:

c. Order cost to the buyer
The order cost per supply cycle is rather straight forward and is simply a function
of the number of replenishments per supply cycle, and is derived as follows:
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(3.23)

3.1.4 Strategies for Improving the Cost Accuracy
The original (Q, R, δ) 2 inventory cost model derived in Section 3.1.3 provided the
following V1 and V2 cost approximations:
(3.24)

(3.25)

(3.26)

Simulation tests showed that this model provided an estimation error in the 1520% range. The research strategy to improve this accuracy was to study a range of
parametric cases and identify where the estimation error was occurring. This was
followed by an analytical investigation to identify the cause of the error. Finally the
estimation equations were modified to reduce the error rates. The above research strategy
was executed in the following steps:
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•

A discrete inventory simulation was created to evaluate the accuracy error of the
original model.

•

The simulation model was developed as a spreadsheet in Microsoft Excel. All of
the above equations were programmed, and simulator generates not only the V1
and V2 cost components but their sub-components as well.

•

The model takes input operating parameters, including B1, B2, Q, RI, R2, δ 1, δ2
and the cost parameters Ch1, Ch2, Co into the calculation. It was decided to use
the time scale of 'hour' because the smallest time shown in the (Q, R, δ) 2 is in
hour.

•

The model uses "If/Else" function to determine the action of the suppliers in the
next hour. The action can be (a) the production starts, (b) the production stops, (c)
the order is shipped, and (d) the new order is placed. This action affects the
inventory levels and the subsequent actions of the other supplier. The demand that
the seller will have to fulfill is lumpy because of the ordering behavior of the
buyer.

•

Because of the non-repeated behavior of this joint-inventory model, the longest
simulation time period as possible was chosen. The simulation is limited to
maximum number of rows in Microsoft Excel. Therefore, it was decided to run
the simulation for 65,000 hours or about 7.5 years. The average inventory levels
on buyer input side (V1) and seller output side (V2) were multiplied by the cost to
calculate the inventory cost.
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•

The supply cycle length in (Q, R, δ) 2 inventory model are varied depends on the
parameters used. Therefore, both the cost from the simulation model and the cost
from the (Q, R, δ) 2 model were converted to the annual cost for comparison.

•

Seven benchmark tests with different levels of coordination in the supply chain
contract were developed. This includes fully-coordinated, partial coordinated, and
uncoordinated.

•

The error size, which is the difference of annual inventory cost between the
original inventory estimation model and the simulation model, was calculated.
The buyer costs V1 from the estimation model are differentiated into four
components: (a) reorder inventory, (b) full replenishment cycle inventory, (c)
partial replenishment inventory, and (d) static inventory at the end of supply
cycle. The seller costs V2 from the estimation model are differentiated into three
components: (a) reorder inventory, (b) production period inventory, and (c) no
production period inventory.

•

Finally, the variance in the estimation model and simulation model, the inventory
component that causes the variation is identified. The additional experiment is
performed by increasing in the resolution of the simulation model to study the
behavior of the inventory cost behavior. As a result, this original (Q, R, δ) 2
replenishment model is found to be inaccurate while there was no replenishment
during the production (shown in Section 3.2) and incorrect estimation of
estimation of residual inventory at the end of supply cycle (shown in Section 3.3).
From the findings, a revised estimation model was created to improve the
accuracy. The new model (shown in Section 3.4) is validated in Section 3.5.

0£
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Figure 3.6 The inventory simulation model.

The (Q, R, δ) 2 model in Figure 3.5 is compared with the inventory simulation
model screen shot in Figure 3.6 to identify and improve the model.
In (Q, R, δ) 2 model in Figure 3.5, the upper left Section shows input parameters to
the model. The lower left Section shows the V1, V2, and V3 costs at different
replenishment batch size. The detail V l and V2 cost differentiated by the component is in
lower right Section. The inventory behavior graph by each cost component and the total
cost graph is shown in the upper Section. All cost shown in the Table is the cost per
supply cycle. The cost need to be converted to the annual cost by multiplied them by the
number of supply cycle per year.
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The simulation model in Figure 3.6 takes the input parameters from the top
section of the spreadsheet. Each row in the Table shows the inventory snapshot at each
time period (hour). The flags is used to determine the action of buyer or seller in the next
period. 'IsProducing' flag identifies whether seller is producing an output.
`IsConsumping' flag identifies whether the buyer is consuming input materials shipped
from seller. The size of seller production batch and buyer consumption batch are tracked
by `Accum' value in the Table. The 'Order Placed' and 'Order Shipped' flags determined
the activities of the buyer order placement process and seller order fulfilling process. The
output side inventory level is also showed in the next column of the spreadsheet. The
average inventory level at this location at the top of seller and buyer inventory column is
used to calculated annual inventory cost. The Microsoft Excel screenshot and formulas
are shown in Appendix A.2 and B.2 respectively.

3.2 Seller Inventory in Case of No Replenishment During the Production
The original (Q, R, δ) 2 inventory model assumes that there is at least one replenishment
during the production period of supply cycle (X3 > 1). Consider the X3 function, it is
found that there is a case when all replenishment occurs after the production completes.
The production has been completed before the first replenishment occurs. The
approximation of inventory pattern of the seller output side V2 when there was no
replenishment to the buyer during the production (X3 = 0) follows a different pattern as
shown in Figure 3.7
The cost V2 for a supply cycle for this special case can be derived from equation
(3.12):
V2 = average inventory cost of supply cycle with and without production
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The inventory cost for the cycle with production was calculated from

In this case, the G10 and G16 remain unchanged while G11 to G15 was revised as:
The Gil represents inventory from when the seller production starts, production
completes, the inventory becomes constant, until the first replenishment occurs. G11 is
derived as:

Figure 3.7 The inventory in supply cycle with production of the seller when X3 = 0.

The G12 inventory which shows the step pattern in the original model is not apply
to this special case.
G12 = 0

(3.29)

The G13 inventory shows the inventory in the dynamic part during the first
replenishment until the last replenishment. G14 is derived as:
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The G14 inventory shows the base inventory (static inventory) from the first to
the last replenishment. G14 is derived as:

The G15 and G16 is eliminated by the replacement of more accurate residual
inventory approximation described in Section 3.3

3.3 Estimation of Supply Cycle Residual Inventory
This Section presents the modification of residual inventory at the end of seller and buyer
supply cycle from the original (Q, R, model. This modification enhances the accuracy
of the V1 and V2 cost. In Section 3.1, the residual inventory of seller is presented. The
residual inventory of buyer is in Section 3.2

3.3.1 Extra Residual at the End of Seller Inventory Cycle
The accumulation of seller's residual inventory from cycle with production results in
cycle without production. The estimation of supply cycle residual inventory in the
original model (G15 and G16) does not include extra residual inventories carried from
preceding cycle to succeeding cycle. This inaccuracy causes the inventory cost to be
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significantly lower than the actual inventory cost. This can be seen from an example in
Table 3.1.

Table 3.1 Example of Residual Inventory in Seller's Supply Cycle

Let 0 equals to the ratio of total production amount for each seller production
cycle to the buyer consumption batch size.
θ= NB (3.32)
B2 Z

Note the 9 always greater than or equal to 1 to allow the seller to have enough
supply for a consumption batch of buyer.
The inventory pattern will repeat itself after a number of cycles. For example in
Table 3.1, after eight supply cycles, the inventory in the ninth cycle will be identical to
the first period. Therefore, it is possible to estimate the average extra residual inventory
for each cycle. This extra residual inventory for cycle with production and cycle without
production follows different patterns. The steps to calculate inventory pattern is shown in
Section 3.3.1 and 3.3.2.
a) Estimation of residual inventory in cycle with production
From the observation, the number of production cycles from the first production cycle till
the production cycle it take before the extra residual inventory repeats the first production
cycle again can be calculate from an inverse of greatest common divisor of 0 and 9 -1. It
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is also found that after sorting entire extra inventory in ascending order, they follow
arithmetic sequence with

The average of this sequence is:

Therefore, an average of all sequence is

Substitute n = lid:

Therefore, G15 inventory in the original model can be replaced by
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b) Estimation of residual inventory in cycle without production
It was found that the only feasible case for seller residual inventory is when an average of
one seller production quantity (NB1) is used in greater than one buyer consumption batch
size (B2Z). It was assumed that the extra residual inventory in cycle with no production
follows uniform distribution with minimum of zero.
According to equation (3.21), Assume the supply cycle start from period 1, 2, 3,
..., (t-1), t, ..., d before the next supply cycle repeat the first cycle again when t is the
period with the maximum extra residual inventory in cycle with no production. The extra
residual inventory are It, 12, 13, ..., I t-1, It,..., Id respectively. It is found that

(3.37)

Therefore, G16 inventory in the original model can be replaced by

(3.38)

I t = The maximum extra residual inventory in no production cycle
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3.3.2 Extra Residual at the End of Buyer Inventory Cycle

On the buyer side, every single inventory cycle consists of consumption activity. The
original model assumes that the residual inventory after the consumption completes is
always the same for every cycle and equals to the first cycle. A more accurate estimation
was proposed by analyzing the behavior of the actual residual inventory in each cycle and
find the average of them to calculate new buyer input-side inventory cost. An example of
buyer's inventory behavior can be seen in Table 3.2.
Table 3.2 Example of Residual Inventory in Buyer's Supply Cycle

In this Table, let the consumption amount for each order to be 3.8 (X1=3 and Y1
= 0.8). From the observation, the number of consumption cycles repeat in five cycles.
The residual inventory is independent from X 1 . Similar to the case for seller, after sorting
entire extra inventory in ascending order, they follow an arithmetic sequence with
d = greatest common divisor of Y1 and 1-Y1

According to an =

(1 — d)
in Section 3.1, the average of this sequence is
2

Therefore, the G4 inventory in the original model can be replaced by
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When d = greatest common divisor of Y1 and 1 Y1
-

3.4 Revised (Q, R, 8) 2 Inventory Model
From the revised (Q, R, δ)2 model, the cost function for each cost component was as
follows:

3.4.1 Buyer Input Side Inventory Cost
•

When production batch size is smaller than order quantity (Q < ZB2)

•

When production batch size is larger than order quantity (Q > ZB2)

3.4.2 Seller Output Side Inventory Cost
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3.4.3 Order Cost

3.5 Model Validation
In order to confirm the improved accuracy of the revised (Q, R, δ) 2 inventory model in
Section 3.4, there is a need to develop the validation procedure that will compare the
accuracy of the original model by Nearier (2008) to this revised model.

3.5.1 Experimental Details
The simulation model in Section 3.1.4 is used for testing the accuracy of the model. It
was decided to study the accuracy of revised (Q, R, δ) 2 model from 50 experiments in
Table 3.3 and 3.4.
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Table 3.3 Experimental Parameters (scenario #1 - #30)
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Table 3.4 Experimental Parameters (scenario #31 - #50)

The base case is in experiment #9 with the following parameters:
•

Holding cost of the product (Ch) = $7 per year across the chain

•

Seller production batch size (B1) = 24000

•

Buyer production batch size (B2) = 15000

•

Seller production rate (δ1) = 1000 per hour

•

Buyer production rate (δ2) = 400 per hour
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•

Seller production reorder level (R1) = 3000

•

Buyer production reorder level (R2) = Q (to prevent the stockout)

•

Order Quantity (Q) = 5100

•

Annual Consumer demand rate for final product (D) = 240,000
At least one of the parameters from the base case was adjusted to study the

accuracy of the model. In experiment #1 to #20, the order quantity (Q) is varied from 500
to 15000. The annual demand from the customer (D) is varied from 50,000 to 1,200,000
in experiment #21 to #30. The ratio of seller to buyer batch size is varied from 2.083 to 1
in experiment #31 to #36. Experiment #37 to #40 studies the effect of varying to varying
the order quantity when the batches are synchronized. Experiment #41 to #50 varied 2
parameters at a time.
The experiment calculated V1 and V2 annual costs from the simulation and the
estimated the revised (Q, R, δ) 2 inventory model.

3.5.2 Experimental Results
The experimental result from 50 experiments in Section 3.5.1 is shown in Table 3.5 and
3.6. The error is measured as the percentage of difference in an annual cost from the (Q,
R, δ) 2 model and the annual cost from simulation. The size of V1 error is smaller than
the size of V2 error.

Table 3.5 Experimental Results (Experiment #1 - #25)

Table 3.6 Experimental Results (Experiment #26 - #30)
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From Table 3.7, the average size of V1 error is 3.5% while the average size of V2
error is generally within 8%.
Table 3.7 VI Error of the (Q, R, 6) 2 Model from the Experiments

The V1 cost from (Q, R, 6) 2 inventory model is shown in four components:
•

#1: Replenishment reorder inventory

•

#2: Complete replenishment cycle inventory

•

#3: Partial replenishment cycle inventory

•

#4: Static Inventory after the consumption stops
The V2 cost from (Q, R, 6) 2 inventory model is shown in 4 components:

•

#1: Production reorder inventory
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•

#2: Production and replenishment cycle inventory

•

#3: Replenishment cycle inventory

Table 3.8 V2 Error of the (Q, R, 6) 2 Model from the Experiments

From Figure 3.8, it is found that the error in V 1 from the (Q, R, δ) 2 model is
mostly within 5% with only three scenarios when the VI error is more than 10%. While,
only about a half of the V2 error is within 5%. The total inventory cost, which is a
combination of V1 and V2 cost, was compared to the total annual cost from the
simulation in Figure 3.9. The error in total inventory cost is approximately between V1
error and V2 error size.
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Figure 3.8 Histogram of V1 and V2 error distribution.

Figure 3.9 Histogram of total annual cost error distribution.
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The new model improves the accuracy of inventory estimation, comparing to the
original model by Nearier (2008), which has an error size at 10 — 30%. These results were
statistically validated in Section 3.5.3.

33.3 Hypothesis Testing Results
In order to validate the model, the hypothesis testing method was used. The test was
performed using SAS software. The following hypothesis was used to test V1 accuracy:

When V1M is the annual cost from the (Q, R, δ) 2 model and
V1s is the annual cost from the inventory simulation model
The SAS test report is shown in Figure 3.10, 3.11, and 3.12.
From SAS result, the P-value from t-test was less than .05, the Ho was rejected
and the Ha was accepted. It was concluded that the error of V1 cost approximation in (Q,
R, δ) 2 model is less than 5% at 95% confidence. V1 error size was expected to be in
between the 95 percent confidence interval of 2.71% and 4.22%.
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Figure 3.11 SAS box plot of V1 error (percentage).
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V1 Model Validation

Figure 3.12 SAS t-distribution plot of V1 test.

Using the same testing procedure, the hypothesis used to test V2 accuracy was
defined as:

When V2 M is the annual cost from the (Q, R, δ) 2 model and
V2 s is the annual cost from the inventory simulation model
The initial test at 5% failed. It is found that the test passed at 9% error threshold.
The SAS test report is shown in Figure 3.13, 3.14 and 3.15.
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Figure 3.13 SAS test report for V2.

V2 Model Validation

Figure 3.14 SAS Box plot of V2 error (percentage).
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V2 Model Validation

Figure 3.15 SAS t-distribution plot of V2.

From SAS result, the P-value from t-test is less than .05, the Ho was rejected and
the Ha was accepted. It was concluded that the error of V2 cost approximation in (Q, R,
δ) 2 model is less than 9% at 95% confidence. V2 error size was expected to be in between
the 95 percent confidence interval of 4.97% and 8.74%.
From the hypothesis testing result, it was found that the improved (Q, R, δ) 2
improved the accuracy of the model from the original model by Nearier (2008). The
model is more accurate in predicting the VI cost because of the inventory behavior is less
complex and depend on a constant demand from the final customer. The V2 cost
approximation has larger error, but still within 9% range. This is because the lumpy
demand behavior from the order by buyer. From the validation test results, It was
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concluded that this (Q, R, δ) 2 inventory gives a good approximation of inventory cost in
joint-production inventory model.

3.6 Effect of Disruption on Supply Chain Performance
The (Q, R, 6) 2 model assumes that the production batch sizes are fixed, the production
rates are constant and based on the pre-determined parameters. In addition, the stock outs
are not allowed. The only cost incurred at each supplier is an inventory holding cost.
In the actual production suppliers, the production batch sizes and rates may not be
at the full rate (or full capacity). This is known as 'production/supply disruption in supply
chains.' The disruption is defined as the difference in the production rate or the
production batch size from the designed capacity in which caused the shortage supplying
the product to the buyers or customers. There are several causes of the disruption. In this
section, the (Q, R, δ) 2 model in figure 3.1 with two suppliers, single product, single input
part, with constant demand was used. Two types of disruption are included in the model:

Type 1 disruption This disruption is from the reduced production rate, which can
-

occurred from the partial breakdown of the machine, the fatigue of the labors, or the
defects of the input parts.

Type 2 disruption The disruption is from uncompleted batch size can occurred
-

from the complete break down of the machine that the batch need to be stopped and the
new set up need to be perform.
From the above type-1 and type-2 disruption, three costs associated with
disruption were defined:
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a)

Shortage cost at seller output for not be able to fulfill order from buyer

(W1). This cost is the cost of the seller (left supplier) for not being able to fulfill the
incoming order from the buyer. The unit of this cost is dollar/item/year. The larger the
shortage in shipping out the order is, the higher is cost is. Let Cs be the unit shortage cost
at the seller. The cost in each period is calculated from this formula:

W1 = (Order received — Output parts available) * Cs

(3.44)

(when the order received is greater than the parts available)

b)

Buyer Production disruption cost for suspending the batch because of

input material shortage (W2). This cost occurs when the new batch that should be start
cannot start or the batch that already started need to be suspended because the shortage of
input material from the seller. This cost is independent from the size of shortage. The
disruption in (a) triggers this cost in the nest period. The unit of this cost is dollar/year.
Let Cb be the buyer production disruption cost. The cost in each period is calculated from
this formula:

W2 = Cb (when the production batch is suspended)

c)

(3.45)

Customer Back order cost at the final product (W3). The consumption on

the final customer side (output product of the right supplier) is assumed to be constant
and continuous. This costs triggered when this final product inventory going below zero
at buyer output. The unit of this cost is dollar/item/year. It is assumed that all demand
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from the final customers is always fulfilled later. The more negative the inventory level
on buyer output side is, the higher this cost is. Let Cf be the unit back order cost at the
buyer output. The cost in each period is calculated from this formula:

W3 = number of units the final customer inventory shortage * Cf

(3.46)

(when the inventory level on seller output side is negative)

3.6.1 Disruption Simulation Model

The simulation model was created to study the effect of disruption to supply chain
performance. The model was developed from the discrete inventory cost simulation in
Section 3.1.4. Microsoft Excel was a software tool used to model this behavior. From the
original model in Section 3.1.4, a few parameters and columns are added. This includes
three disruption/shortage cost parameters, the disruption cost in each time period. The
formulas that simulate the behavior of the buyer and seller behavior were updated.
In the revised simulation model, the following assumptions were changed:
•

The back order is allowed at final customer level (output side of the buyer
supplier).

•

The production rate restriction of the buyer and seller were removed. The buyer
production rate may greater than the seller production rate. However, the final
customers demand restriction (D < Si, D < δ2 ) still remains.

•

The buyer production batch may be delayed or suspended if there is not sufficient
inventory in the next time period. The production may start or resume after the
replenishment input part order was received.
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•

Only full replenishment order was allowed. In case the output inventory of the
seller is not enough for a replenishment Q, the shipment will be delayed until the
inventory increased beyond Q.

3.6.2 Disruption Simulation Results

The model in Section 3.6.2 was used in this section. The experiment assumed the
disruption at the seller production rate (type 1 disruption). The following condition was
used in the model.
•

The seller production rates were as follows:
o 60% probability that the production rates were at the full capacity.
o 40% probability that the production rates were smaller than the
specification. In this experiment, the actual rate followed the uniform
distribution from 75-100% of the full capacity.

•

The production rates (both full and reduced case) were constant in the same
production batch

•

There was no disruption at the buyer production batch size, or production rates.

•

The production rates were varied from 400 — 2000 parts/hour.

•

All other parameters are same with the base case experiment in Section 3.5.1.

•

The length of the simulation was 65000 hours.

•

The shortage costs includes shortage cost at seller output (W1), buyer production
disruption cost (W2) and customer back order cost at the final customer (W3).

•

The inventory costs include inventory cost at the buyer input product (V1) and
inventory cost at the buyer output product (V2).
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The three shortage costs parameters used were Cs = $15 /item/yr, Cb =
$1,000,000 per year, and Cf = $25 /item/year. The holding cost is fixed at $7 /item/yr at
all locations in the chain.

Table 3.9 The Annual Inventory and Backorder Cost in Disruption Simulation

Table 3.9 shows the experimental results. The buyer production rate was 40%
chance likely to have a disruption to a reduced rate of 750 to 1000. When the buyer
production rates were varied from 400 to 1200 parts / hour, there was no significant
change in inventory costs. The back order cost was minimal at the buyer production rate
of 600 parts/ hour or less. The only source of this cost at low production rate is from W3
(final customer back order). There was a significant jump in the cost when the buyer
production rate closes to lower threshold of the seller production rate (750 parts /hour).
From the experiments, this jump is when the buyer production rate changed to 700
pats/hour. This was when the supply chain start experiencing the W1 (seller shortage
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cost) and W2 (buyer production disruption cost). At higher buyer production rate (more
than 1500 parts/hour), the inventory cost started decreasing.

CHAPTER 4
OPTIMIZATION OF REPLENISHMENT ORDER QUANTITY

4.1 Order Quantity and Inventory Cost Relationship
From (Q, R, 6) 2 jointed production inventory model in Chapter 3, the study the behavior
of replenishment order quantity Q was chosen. An assumption that the order quantity will
be constant for each shipment in a supply cycle was made. In this chapter, the behavior of
the order quantity to the total inventory cost was studied. This is because order quantity is
a common parameter that can be easily adjusted by suppliers in the chain.

Figure 4.1 Behavior of order quantity vs. total cost function.

From Figure 4.1, which shows the behavior of the buyer incoming inventory cost
(V1), seller outgoing inventory cost (V2), and order cost (V3) when order quantity is less
than consumption batch size (ZB 2 ), it is found that
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V1 is a step function with a non-continuous location at the integer fractional of
consumption batch size of the buyer, such as ZB2, ZB2/2, ZB2/3, ZB2/4, ZB2/5, ... For
each step of the V1, the function increased almost linearly. The lowest V1 cost was at one
of the integer fractional point (step point) of the ZB2.
V2 is also a step function with a non-continuous location at the integer fractional
of consumption batch size of the buyer (similar to V1). At lower Q, V2 decreased as the
Q increases. However, at the higher Q, V2 increased with increasing Q. The lowest V2
cost may or may not be at the integer fractional point (step point of the ZB2).
V3 follows a traditional unit order cost behavior. As the Q increase, the V3
exponentially decrease.
Total cost function TC will generally decrease at a smaller Q and increase at a
larger Q. The analysis of total cost function is included in Section 4.2

4.2 Optimal Order Quantity Search Methodology
4.2.1 Evaluating the Convexity of the Integer-relaxed Model
In order to prove the convexity of the total cost function with the Q, the first derivative of
total cost function was used. However, because of step-wised behavior of TC, it is not
possible to differentiate the exact function TC. This step behavior is from the integer
variable in V1 and V2. Therefore, an approximation method to eliminate the step
behavior of TC was used. The following approximation of the integer function is used:

Case 1 For small Q (Q < ZB2) it is assumed that the buyer consumption batch is
exactly an integer multiple of the shipment (ZB2 = nQ). The Int + function in X1 can be
removed and the partial cycle term Y1 will be zero; therefore:
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(4.1)

(4.2)

(4.3)

Case 2 For large Q (Q > ZB2), it is assumed that the shipment is exactly an
integer multiple of the buyer consumption batch size. The shipment will be used exactly
for an integer of buyer supply cycle with no residual at the end (nZB2 = Q). Furthermore,
the seller production batch size B1 is not larger than the buyer consumption batch size
ZB2. The buyer consumption batch size is also a multiple of the seller production batch
size. From these assumptions, the following integer variables can be approximated:
N = Number of production batches produced in a supply cycle

X3 = Number of replenishments occurring during seller production
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(4.5)

For residual inventory U, the estimated X1 and N is substituted:
U = The residual inventory at the beginning of no-activity period
=NB1 — Xl.Q

U ~ B2Z - B2Z = 0 (No residual inventory U)

(4.7)

X4 = Number of seller production cycle in 10 supply cycle

After substitute estimated Xl, Y1, N, X3, and U into V2, substitute V1, V2, and
V3, into function TC = V1 + V2 + VI it is found that there is always a root to the
equation:
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(4.9)

Therefore, there is always an optimal order quantity for a given set of parameters
in our (Q, R, δ)2 model. Is was also found that

(4.10)

This confirms that the optimal order quantity is a minimal point. Therefore, there
is an optimal order quantity Q* that minimizes the total cost.
According to the behavior of function TC, two Lemmas were proposed:

Lemma 1: For a given total cost function TC(Q), the optimal order quantity Q* of
TC(Q) in many cases will be an integer fraction (B2/i ; i = 1, 2, 3, ...) of B2.

Lemma 2: if Lemma 1 does not hold, the Q* will be in the preceding or
succeeding section ( B2/(i-1), B2/1] or ( B2/i, B2/(i+1) ] when TC(B2/i) is the minimum
cost for all i = 1, 2, 3, ...
These 2 lemmas will be used in selecting and developing the search methodology.
The detail of is shown in Section 4.2.2 and 4.2.3.

4.2.2 Need for Golden Section Search
From Section 4.1 and 4.2.1, the global trend of total cost function TC follows a stepwised convex behavior. Because of the non-continuous point in function TC, using the
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first derivative to find the optimal replenishment order quantity Q* is not feasible.
Therefore, there is a need to develop a search technique to find the optimal order
quantity. For this research, Golden Section search technique was chosen to be applied to
locate optimal answer for TC because it does not require the function to be differentiable
and it is able to find the optimal quickly.
The Golden Section search, introduced by Kiefer (1953), is a search technique for
finding the minimum or maximum of a function by successively narrowing the range of
value inside the range of the values, which the minimum or maximum is known to be
exist. The name 'Golden Section' derives from the distance between three points, which
forms a 'Golden ratio.' The example of Golden Section search is shown in Figure 4.2.
According to the figure, the Golden Section search is performed in a range of x 1 to x3 to
find the minimum of f(x). Next, the position of x2 is chosen (mostly, by using Golden
Section ratio). The search starts from finding the value of f(xi), f(x2), and f(x3). If f(x2) is
less than f(x 1 ) and f(x3), the optimal is within x1 and x3. If f(x2) is not less than f(xi) and
f(x3), the optimal is not within x1 and x3 and the search range may have to be expanded
until that the optimal is found within the search range.
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Figure 4.2 Golden section search by Kiefer (1953).

After that, another mid-point in the larger section of the search using Golden ratio
(in this example is x4 between x2 and x3) is chosen. There will be 2 possibilities: (a) If
f(x4) is greater than f(x2) (for example,

f4a),

then a minimum is within x 1 and x3.

Therefore, the new search points are x 1 , x2, and x4. ,or (b) If f(x4) is less than f(x2) (for
example, f4b), then a minimum is within x2 and x 3 . Therefore, the new search points are
x2, x4, and x3. Using this criteria and repeat these steps until 2 consecutive f(x) are within
specified value, it is concluded that the last value of x is an optimal answer that
minimizes the cost.
However, because of the step behavior of the function, additional steps is needed
to find the starting ranges, and verify the final value from the search.
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4.2.3 Modified Golden Section Search Steps
In this section, the detail of the search methodology that used in finding optimal order
quantity is shown. The modified Golden section search steps are:
Step1: let the total annual cost function f(x)= TC(Q), and Q* = optimal order
quantity. Calculate all total cost at each integer fractional of buyer consumption batch
size ( TC(ZB2/i) when i = 1, 2, 3, ...).
Step 2: Find the 6°* , which is the estimated optimal order quantity, by selecting
the 6° = ZB2/ i that gives the lowest cost TC.
Step 3: Perform a golden section search within a range Q = ( B2/ a -1 , B2/ i +1 ] by
using the steps in section 4.2.2. Using Golden ratio 1

2

, the length of each

section in Figure 4.2 as:
a = 0.8
and b = 1.32
Step 4: From range Q, a, and b in step 3, find the starting left point, right point,
and middle point f(a(0)) , f(b(0)), and f(x(0)), respectively.
Step 5: From 3 points in step 4, calculate f(a(0)), f(b(0)), f(x(0)) from the TC formula
in chapter 3.
Step 6: If f(x(0)) < f(a(0)) and f(x(0)) < f(b(0)), the optimal is within a(0) and I)(0),
continue the search. Otherwise, extend the search range to the next preceding or
succeeding i and repeat step 3-6 again.
Step 7: Find x(1) = (1/2.6)(b - x (°) ) + x(0) and calculate f( x(1))
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Step 8: If f( x (1)) > x(0)) then the optimal will be in Q = (a, x (1)) and the point a,
x(0)) , and x (1) will be used in the next search iteration.
Otherwise, then the optimal will be in Q = (x (1) , b) and the point x (°) , x (1) , and b
will be used in the next search iteration.
Step 9: repeat step 7-8 by calculating the mid-point of the next iteration of the
search from x (i+¹) = (1/2.6)(xM(i) — x R(i) ) xM(i) when M(i) and R(i) is the middle point
and right point for iteration i. The search will be performed until the difference of 2
consecutive Q is within the range of stopping condition s = x(i)

—

Ix(i-¹)

Step 10: Validate the final answer by perform a check in Q f n4) when 4) = ZB2/10
and n = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 to make sure that the optimal answer is correct.

4.2.4 Using Microsoft Excel to Perform a Modified Golden Section Search
In order to perform the search in Section 4.2.3, Microsoft Excel with Visual Basic
Application to perform was used the search. The work sheet requires following
parameters as input:
•

Seller production batch size (B1)

•

Buyer production batch size (B2)

•

Seller production batch size (δ1)

•

Buyer production batch size (δ2)

•

Seller production reorder level (R1)

•

Buyer replenishment reorder level (R2)

•

Buyer bill or material Quantity (Z)

•

Final customer demand rate (D)
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•

Annual part holding cost ($/year)

•

Order cost ($/order)

At the beginning of the search, the macro determines the potential order quantity
(integer fractional of buyer consumption batch size) that will be use as a candidate for
determining the starting search range. The range is from the preceding potential Q to
succeeding potential Q that gives the lowest TC(Q).
The macro calculates the mid-point and pastes it in the proper cell to calculate the
total cost using the linked formulas and input parameters. Next, it compares all three
points and identifies the next search range in the next iteration. The result is passed to the
next row. The range is narrowed down for each iteration until the answer for the
preceding search is in the closed range with the succeeding iteration. The last row will
show the optimal order quantity and the minimal total cost (objective value).
From the optimal quantity, the final answer have to be validated by perform a
check in Q ± nil) when (I) = ZB2/10 and n = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 to make sure that the optimal
answer is correct.

4.3 Numerical Example
The proposed modified Golden section search in Section 4.2 was tested with the
following numerical example:
There are two suppliers: seller and buyer. The first supplier (seller) produces a
single output that is shipped to the second supplier (buyer) to produce a final product for
customers. The demand is deterministic and constant. Both of the suppliers follow the (Q,
R, 5)2 inventory policy. The following numerical parameters were used:
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•

Holding cost of the product (Ch) = $7 per year across the chain

•

Seller production batch size (B1) = 24000

•

Buyer production batch size (B2) = 15000

•

Seller production rate (M) = 1000 per hour

•

Buyer production rate (δ2) = 400 per hour

•

Seller production reorder level (R1) = 3000

•

Buyer production reorder level (R2) = 1000

•

Annual Consumer demand rate for final product (D) = 320,000

•

Order Cost (Co)= $1450 per order
The graph showing the behavior of the inventory costs, order costs, and total cost

is shown in Figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.3 Graph for optimization of the order quantity while Ch = $7.

According to graph, is found that from all candidates of the potential order
quantity ZB 2 , ZB 2 /2, ZB 2 /3, ZB2/4, ... The Q = ZB2/3 gives the lowest cost. Therefore, a
search is performed between Q = ZB 2 /4 to Q = ZB 2 /2. After executing the search macro
in Microsoft Excel within the search range, the optimal order quantity Q* is still being at
the same point Q = ZB2/3 = 5000 with the minimal total cost at $11,216.16. This follows
the lemma 1 in section 4.2.1.
On the other hand, when the cost parameter value changed, it was found that the
behavior of the optimal value changes. In Figure 4.4, the annual holding cost was
modified from $7 to $2.
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Optimization of order quantity (Q<ZB2 case)

Figure 4.4 Graph for optimization of the order quantity while Ch = $2.

According to the search, it was found that from all candidates of the potential
order quantity, the Q = ZB2/3 = 7500 gives the lowest cost. Therefore, a search was
performed between Q = ZB2/3 to Q = ZB2. After executing the search macro in Microsoft
Excel within the search range, the optimal order quantity Q* is no longer at the Q =
7500. Instead, the Q* is at Q = 9200 with the minimal total cost at $5378.29. This
optimal behavior follows the lemma 2 in section 42.1.

4.4 Conclusion of the Order Quantity Optimization
From the graphical and mathematical analysis, it is concluded that the total cost function
for the order quantity follows the step-wised convex behavior with a step point at the
integer fraction of buyer consumption batch size. This behavior is from the residual
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inventory at the end of supply cycle which results in integer function in (Q, R, δ) 2
inventory model. From the analysis, the function has the optimal with minimal cost. The
optimal may be at order quantity equals to the integer fraction of buyer consumption
batch size that yields the lowest cost. However, there is also a chance that it will be
around that point.
Because of step-wised behavior, the function is not differentiable. Therefore, it is
infeasible to find the optimal using traditional differentiation method. In this chapter, the
Golden section search is chose as a search methodology to find the optimal answer. The
extra steps are included with original Golden section search to find the starting range for
the search and validate the optimal from the search. The numerical example shows two
cases while the optimal is at the step point and around the step point.

CHAPTER 5
ROBUSTNESS OF THE ORDER POLICY
UNDER CHANGING DEMAND LEVELS

5.1 Uncertainty in a Supply Chain

In the Chapter 4, the optimal replenishment quantity Q in (Q, R, δ) 2 was developed. An
assumption for this model was the annual demand level of the final product was fairly
constant at the same level over the year. However, this may not be the case in the actual
supply chain, which the product demand level can be changed over the time. This is
called 'demand shift.' The demand shift is defined as the event whenever the mean
demand jumps to a higher or lower level, similar to moving average forecast.
Supply chain may keep the same supply policy when the demand shift occurs at
smaller level because the change in inventory costs is not significant. Therefore, it is not
necessary for the chain to make a change in supply policy. However, when the size of the
demand shift becomes larger, there will be a significant deterioration in inventory costs
and a change in supply policy is justified. The limits of all demand levels was defined as
the demand shift range.
In this chapter, the case when the demand shifts occur out of the demand shift
range was analyzed. This shift makes the current optimal supply policy no longer
justified. There was a need to find a new supply policy for this uncertain demand
scenario. A new matrix 'Supply policy robustness' was set to measure the ability of a
supply policy to handle an uncertain demand behavior. Extra costs incurred from keeping
the existing supply policy Q from the previous demand level, comparing with adjusting
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the policy to the new optimal Q at the new demand level shows the inefficiency of this
supply policy. From this research, the supply policy robustness was calculated as an
expected dollar amount of this extra cost over the demand shift range. The lower this cost
is, the more robustness of supply chain policy.

Figure 5i The demand shifts over the time.

Figure 5.1 shows the historical demand level of a final product from a supply
chain. The actual demand level was approximated into three demand shift occurrences.
The demand level starts at the lower demand range. After the first upper shift, the
demand increases to the average demand level. The upper demand range is reached after
the second upper shift. The demand level falls back to the average level again after the
lower shift. In this chapter, the demand shift was represented by a uniform distribution
with the maximum and minimum value of demand shift range as parameters.
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Because of unconventional inventory behavior of supply chain shown in Chapter
3, the optimal supply policy is unlikely to be at the optimal supply policy at the average
demand level. There was a need for the supply chain to develop alternative supply policy
to minimize the total expected inefficient cost (maximize the supply chain robustness).
three strategies have been developed in this research:
(a) Fixed delivery batch size strategy
(b) Fixed production period strategy
(c) Combined strategy

5.2 Fixed Delivery Batch Size Strategy
As described in Section 5.1, the delivery batch size of product j from seller to buyer
depends on the annual demand level. Theoretically, whenever there is a demand shift, it
is necessary for the chain to adjust the supply contract policy. This could be
accomplished using the modified golden section search in Section 4.2.
In the actual supply chain, the demand shifts (smaller or larger sizes) occurs every
period (daily, weekly, or bi-weekly). It is infeasible to continuously adjust the
replenishment order quantity to the new demand levels after every demand shift event.
This is because for each change in the supply policy incurred the extra operating cost
from the modification in resource and labor. In addition, the delivery schedule needs to
be modified because of the new replenishment order size.
The numerical example for this fixed delivery batch size strategy was completed
using the same scenario from Section 4.3.
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As a consequence, a fixed delivery batch size Q** that minimized the total
expected cost over the demand shift range was selected. For simplicity, it was assumed
that the demand level follows a uniform distribution [D1, D2] when D1 is the lower limit
of the demand shift range and D2 is the upper limit of the demand shift range. The Q** is
the Q that minimizes this supply chain robustness from this integral term:
D2
f { TC(Q ** ) — TC(Q * )}dD When Q* is the actual optimal Q at each demand level
D,

In this policy, the seller production batch size B1 is fixed at the optimal value B1*,
which is calculated at the average demand level.
A numerical example showed how the cost changes while adjusting to the
replenishment order quantity. The following parameters are used:
•

Holding cost of the product (Ch) = $7 per year across the chain

•

Seller production batch size (B1) = 24000

•

Buyer production batch size (B2) = 15000

•

Seller production rate (δ1) = 1000 per hour

•

Buyer production rate (δ2) = 400 per hour

•

Seller production reorder level (R1) = replenishment order quantity (to prevent
stock out event)

•

Buyer production reorder level (R2) = 1000

•

Annual Consumer demand range for final product (D) = U[150000, 350000]

•

Order Cost (Co)= $1450 per order

Using the modified golden section search in the previous experiment at the demand level
of 240,000 gives a Q* at 5376. In Table 5.1, the supply chain robustness over the above
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demand shift range at this replenishment order quantity is calculated.
Table 5.1 The Supply Chain Robustness When Q = 5376

The first column shows the annual demand level over the demand shift range. The
second column is the unit inventory cost (in cents) when the order quantity is fixed at the
Q* of demand level of 240000. The third column shows the unit inventory cost (in cents)
when the inventory order quantities are continuously adjusted to Q* at each demand level
after every demand shift event. From the table, this Q* are ranged from 5001 to 7501.
The last three columns calculate the extra cost incurred when the order quantity was fixed
at 5376. From the calculation, it is found that the expected extra cost incurred is $1736.12
per year. Figure 5.2 shows the unit cost comparison with this scenario:
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Supply Chain Robustness

Figure 5.2 Unit cost comparison when Q** = 5376.

It is found that, when the Q is fixed at 240000, the extra cost at high demand level
is much higher. In Table 5.2, the Q** was moved to the Q* at demand level of 250000.
The second column in the table shows the unit inventory cost (in cents) when the order
quantity is fixed at the Q** = 5440 of demand level of 250000. The last two columns
calculate the extra cost incurred when the order quantity was fixed at 5440. From the
calculation, the expected extra cost incurred is $1561.40. Therefore, changing the Q**
5376 (from D = 240k) to Q** = 5440 (from D = 250k) yielded an annual saving of
10.06%. On the other hand, the fixed replenishment order quantity policy at the D = 250k
is more robust that policy at the D = 240k.
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Table 5.2 The supply chain robustness when Q = 5440

Figure 5.3 Extra cost from using a fixed Q at D = 250k.
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Figure 5.3 shows the extra unit inventory cost from setting the order quantity at
250000. The cost went up from zero to about 1 cent at the lower limit of the demand shift
range (D = 150k) and 2.2 cents at the upper limit (D = 350k).

5.3 Fixed Production Period Strategy
The other strategy that the supply chain contract may use to maximize the robustness in
the supply chain with demand uncertainty is to determine the seller production period
frequency. This is the length of time from the starting of the new batch to the time the
subsequent batch starts. The production period may be every 5 days, every week, every 2
weeks, or every month, etc. The sizes of the batch are varied by the demand level D and
can be determined from:

Fixed production period strategy simplifies the labor and machine resource
scheduling tasks. The manager of the seller production facility knows exactly how many
batches they will be running in a year and when they should be started.
The process to determine this task is to select a fixed production period T** that
minimized the total expected cost over the demand shift range. For simplicity, it was
assumed that the demand level follows a uniform distribution [D1, D2] when D1 is the
lower limit of the demand shift range and

D2 is

the lower limit of the demand shift range.

The T* is the T that minimizes this supply chain robustness integral term:
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D2

f{TC(T ** )—TC(T * )}dD When T* is the actual optimal Tat each demand level.

The delivery batch size Q was fixed and set to the optimal value Q*, which was
calculated at the average demand level.
A numerical example showed how the cost changes while the production period
was adjusted. The similar parameters with Section 5.2 are used, except the order quantity
was fixed at the Q = 5376, which was the optimal order quantity Q* at the average
demand level.
Using the modified golden section search for optimal production batch size at
each demand level, the extra cost incurred was calculated. The cost measured the
robustness of this supply policy.

Figure 5.4 The unit cost comparison when T** 16.
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Figure 5.4 shows the cost comparison of using a fixed supply policy with 16
production periods per year. This means the new batch starts every 3.25 weeks. From the
graph, this policy works well at the higher demand level. The extra cost when the demand
level is greater than 300,000 was very small. The extra cost beyond the demand of 240k
jumps up and decreases steadily as the demand increase. The extra cost below the
demand level of 240k, decrease steadily as the demand decrease. This extra cost is
highest at the demand level of 150k. This extra cost is shown in Figure 5.5.

Figure 5.5 Extra cost from using a fixed T at 16 per year.

5.4 Combined Strategy
The combined strategy used both fixed replenishment delivery batch size and fixed
production period strategy to achieve the highest robustness in the chain. The process
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start from finding the Q** that maximizes the total expected cost over the demand shift
range when the seller production batch size is fixed at B1 *, which is calculated from the
average demand level (similar to Section 5.2). The Q** is the Q that maximizes the
supply chain robustness from this integral:

1 TC ( Q * * )

D2

—

TC(Q * )}dD When Q* is the actual optimal Q at each demand level.

After getting the Q**, the same process with fixed production period in Section
5.3 was performed. However, instead of using the optimal value Q* is calculated at the
average demand level, the Q** from the above calculation step as an order quantity that
will is used in finding the T** from the robustness equation. The T** is the T that
maximizes the supply chain robustness from this integral:
D2

TC(T ** ,Q** )-TC(T * , Q ** )1 dD

When Q** is the optimal Q at that maximize the robustness (minimize the total
expected extra inventory cost) over the demand shift range and T* is the actual optimal T
at each demand level.
Using combined policy, the supply policy contract will be set at the replenishment
order quantity of Q** and production period T**. This policy is most efficient in
maximizes the robustness of the chain by minimizing the robustness of the extra cost
incurred from using fixed policy instead of continuous supply policy adjustment.

CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSION

This dissertation focused on modeling the inventory behavior between supplier pairs
in an uncoordinated supply chain. The majority of the existing supply chain research
assumes that supply relationships are coordinated or synchronized typically with a
central SCM manager. In reality, many supply chains have minimal coordination even
when they are managed through an ERP system. The inventory behavior of
uncoordinated supply chains are known to be complex and difficult to estimate. This
research presented models to reliably estimate the inventory costs, and demonstrated
the use of these models to achieve at least partial coordination.

6.1 Significant Results
The (Q, R, 6)2 developed by Nearier (2008) has been revised to improve the accuracy
in inventory approximation of residual inventory for buyer and seller in Chapter 3.
The revised model added the new seller inventory in case of no replenishment during
the production. The new model has been validated with the inventory simulation
experiment. From the statistical test with 50 experiments, the new model reduced the
errors of the original model from 10-30% to within 5% on the buyer side and 7% on
the seller side. This revised model was used in later part of the research.
In Chapter 4, the revised (Q, R, (3)2 was proven to be a non-differentiable stepwised convex function. From numerical examples, it is verified that the optimal
replenishment lot size may not be at the step point. This dissertation derived the
heuristic to approximate the optimal replenishment lot size. This approximate lot size
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was used as a starting point in a modified golden section search for an actual optimal
lot size. The process has been automated using Macro modules in Microsoft Excel.
Finally, the robustness of (Q, R, (5) 2 supply policy derived is studied in Chapter
5. The study assumed that the demand can be shifted to new levels over the time. The
robustness is defined as the extra cost incurred while keeping the fixed policy to the
new demand levels. The model proposed three strategies to maximize the robustness
(minimize the extra cost incurred) for a given demand pattern. The proposed
strategies are (a) fixed batch strategy, (b) fixed period strategy, and (c) combined
strategy. The fixed batch strategy calculates the optimal replenishment batch size. The
fixed period strategy calculates the frequency of starting a new production batch size.
It is found that combined fixed batch and fixed period strategy gave best result for a
given scenario.

6.2 Future Research Suggestions
Several future research tasks and objectives based on this work are possible,
including:
•

Further evolution of the (Q, R, 6)2 models with objective of improving the
estimation accuracy in the 2-3% range. Especially, in approximate the residual
inventory in production and no-production cycle.

•

Some assumption may be removed from the model. The transportation lead
time should reflect the inventory received at the buyer incoming inventory
side. The production lead time may also delay the output from the seller.
There may be an uncertainty in the lead time.

•

The backorder may be allowed. The seller may choose to hold the buyer order
on backorder for a certain time before shipping it out.
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•

The different demand distribution may be studied, e.g., normal, triangular, lognormal, gamma, exponential, etc.

•

Multi-echelons in the chain may be developed from this research.

APPENDIX A
MICROSOFT EXCEL SCREENSHOTS

Microsoft Excel screenshots used in the models are shown in Figure A.1 to A.3. The
related formulas are shown in Appendix B.
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Figure A.1 Microsoft Excel screenshot of (Q, R, δ) 2 order quantity optimization experiments.

Figure A.2 Microsoft Excel screenshot for inventory simulation model without stockouts.

Figure A.3 Microsoft Excel screenshot for inventory simulation model with disruption/stockouts.

APPENDIX B
MICROSOFT EXCEL FORMULAS FOR EXPERIMENTS

Microsoft Excel formulas used in the Appendix A's models are shown in Table B.1 to
B.3.

Table B.1 Microsoft Excel Formulas for (Q, R, δ) 2 Model

Parameters
B1 = $E$3
B2 = $E$4
Deltal = $E$5
Delta2 = $E$6
R1 = $E$7 (varies by Q)
R2 = $E$8
Z = $E$9
Annual Demand = $B$7
Cq = $1$5
N = $I$8 = ROUNDUP($E$4*$E$9/$E$3,0)
X4 = $I$9 = $E$4*$E$9/($I$8*$E$3)
D = $E$10 = $B$7/3650
Cycle/yr = B7/E4
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Sample Calculation of the Cost at Each Size of Order Quantity (each row in MS Excel)
Q = $A$19
X1 = $B$19 = INT($E$4*$E$9/A19)
X3 = $C$19 =MIN(INT($I$8*$E$3*$E$9*$E$6/(A19*$E$5)),B19)
U = $D$19 = ($I$8*$E$3-B19*A19)
V1 = $E$19
=$I$4* (($E$8*$E$4/$E$10)+(B19+J19)* (A19/2)* (A1 9/($E$6*$E$9))+(A1 9*$E$4*(1J19)*(1/$E$10-1/$E$6)))/3650
V2 = $F$19
=(($I$4/3650)*A19*$E$4/$E$10)+(($1$4/3650)*(A19^2/($E$6*$E$9))*(0.5*B19^2+0.5
*B19))+((($34/3650)*$39/10)*((A19^2/($E$6*$E$9))*((C19^22.5*C19+1.5)*($E$5/($E$6*$E$9))+(2.5*C19-0.5*C19^2-B19*C19-1.5))-(($I$8*$E$3(C19-1)*A19)^2/(2*$E$5))+D19*($E$4/$E$10-(C190.5)*(A19/($E$6*$E$9)))+($I$8*$E$3-$E$4*$E$9)*(10/$1$9-1)))
V3 = $G$19 =$E$4*$E$9*$I$5/A19
TC/cycle = $H$19 = =SUM(E19:G19)
Y1 = $J$19 =$E$4*$E$9/A19-INT($E$4*$E$9/A19)

Sample Calculation of the individual VI Cost Component at Each Size of Order Quantity
(each row in MS Excel)
Reorder = $N$19 = ($I$4/3650)*$E$8*$E$4/$E$10
Complete Cycle = $0$19 =($I$4/3650)*(B13)*(A1312)*(A13/($E$6*$E$9))
Partial Cycle = $P$19 =($34/3650)*(J13)*(A13/2)*(A13/($E$6*$E$9))
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Static = $Q$19 =($1$4/3650)*A13*$E$4*(0.5)*(1/$E$10-1/$E$6)
SUM V1 = $R$19 =SUM(N13:Q13)

Sample Calculation of the individual V1 Cost Component at Each Size of Order Quantity
(each row in MS Excel)
Reorder = $T$19 =($1$4/3650)*A13*$E$4/$E$10
Production = $U$19
=($1$4/3650)*($1$9)*((C13)*($E$6/2)*(A13/($E$6*$E$9))^2+0+(C13)*(C131)*(A13^24$E$6*$E$9))*($E$5/($E$6*$E$9)-1)+0+(B13-C13)*(B13+1C13)*(A13/2)*(A13/($E$6*$E$9))-($E$5*($1$8*$E$3/$E$5C13*A13/$E$6)^2)/2+0+(1-0*(IF(J13=0,0,(1413)/2)))*$E$4*($E$4/$E$10C13*(A13/($E$6*$E$9)))+0.4*$E$4*C13*A13/($E$4*$E$9))
No production = $V$19
=($I$4/3650)*(1$1$9)*(B13*(B13+1)*(A13/2)*(A13/($E$6*$E$9))+0.2*$E$4*$E$4/$E$10)
SUM V2 = =SUM(T13:V13)
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Table B.2 Microsoft Excel Formulas for Discrete Inventory Simulation Model without

Stockout
Seller Parameters

B1 = $B$3
R1 = $B$4
Prod Rate = $B$5
Initial Inventory = $B$8
Buyer Parameters

B2 = $F$3
R2 = $F$4
Cons rate = $F$5
Initial Input Inventory = $F$8
Initial Output Inventory = $H$8
Other Parameters

Q = $D$3
D = $H$5
Ch = $7 /item/year

Sample Calculation of each time hour time period (each row in MS Excel)

Time = $A$13
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Seller Output Inv = $B$13 =IF(C13=0,B12-I12*$D$3,B12+$B$5-I12*$D$3)
Seller IsProducing flag = $C$13
=IF(OR(B12<$B$4,AND(C12=1,D12<$B$3),AND(H12=1,I12=0)),1,0)
Seller Batch Accum. = $D$13 =IF(C13=1,D12+$B$5,0)
Buyer Input Inv = $E$13
=IF(112=0,IF(E12-$F$5*F12>=0,E12-$F$5*F12,E12),E12-$F$5*F12+$D$3)
Buyer IsConsuming flag = $F$13
=IF(AND(F12=1,G12+$F$5<$F$3),IF(E13-$F$5>=0,1,0),IF(J12-$H$5<0,IF(E13$F$5>=0,1,0),0))
Buyer Batch Accum = $G$13 = =1F(G12<$F$3,G12+F12*$F$5,0)
Order placed flag = $H$13 =IF(E13>$F$4,0,1)
Order shipped flag = $I$13 =IF(AND(H13=1,B13>=$D$3),1,0)
Buyer Output Inv = $J$13 =J12+F12*$F$5-$H$5

Inventory Cost Calculation
Avg seller outgoing Inv = $B$9 =AVERAGE(B12:B65012)
Avg buyer incoming Inv = $E$9 =AVERAGE(E12:E65012)
V1 = $O$9 =E9*7
V2 = $N$9 =B9*7
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Table B.3 Microsoft Excel Formulas for Discrete Inventory Simulation Model with

Disruption
Seller Parameters

B1 = $B$3
R1 = $B$4
Prod Rate = $B$5
Initial Inventory = $B$8

Buyer Parameters

B2 = $F$3
R2 = $F$4
Cons rate = $F$5
Initial Input Inventory = $F$8
Initial Output Inventory = $H$8

Other Parameters

Q = $D$3
D = $H$5
Lower limit seller production rate disruption = $K$7
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Upper limit seller production rate disruption = $L$7
Ch = $N$4
Cs = $O$4
Cb = $P$4
Cf = $Q$4

Sample Calculation of each time hour time period (each row in MS Excel)
Time = $A$13
Seller Output Inv = $B$13 =IF(C13=0,B12-I12*$D$3,B12+L13-I12*$D$3)
Seller IsProducing flag = $C$13
=IF(OR(B12<$B$4,AND(C12=1,D12<$B$3),AND(H12=1,I12=0)),1,0)
Seller Batch Accum. = $D$13 =IF(C13=1,D12+L13,0)
Buyer Input Inv = $E$13
=IF(I12=0,IF(E12-M13*F12>=0,E12-M13*F12,E12),E12-M13*F12+$D$3)
Buyer IsConsuming flag = $F$13
=IF(F12=1,IF(G12+M13>=$F$3,0,IF(E13M13>=0,1,0)),IF(OR(G12=0,G12>=$F$3),IF(J12-$H$5<=0,1,0),IF(E13-M13>=0,1,0)))
Buyer Batch Accum = $G$13 =IF(G12<$3,G12+F12*M13,0)
Order placed flag = $H$13 =IF(OR(E13<=$F$4, AND(F13=0,G13<$F$3, G13>0)),1,0)
Order shipped flag = $I$13 =IF(AND(H13=1,B13>=$D$3),1,0)
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Buyer Output Inv = $J$13 =J12+F12*M13-$H$5
Actual production rate = $L$13
=IF(AND(C14=1,C13=0),IF(RANDO<0.6,$B$5,ROUND($B$5*($K$7+RAND()*($L$7
-$K$7)),0)),L13)
Actual Consumption rate = $M$13 =$F$5

Inventory Cost Calculation
Avg seller outgoing Inv = $B$9 =AVERAGE(B12:B65012)
Avg buyer incoming Inv = $E$9 =AVERAGE(E12:E65012)
Stock Out Cost Calculation
SO#1 cost = $0$13 = IF(AND(H13=1,I13=0),($D$3-B13)*$0$5/3650,0)
SO#2 cost = $P$13 =IF(AND(F13=0,G13<$F$3, G13>0),$P$5/3650,0)
SO#3 cost =$Q$13 =1F(J13<0,J13*(-1)*$Q$5/3650,0)
Total SO cost = $R$13 =O13+P13+Q13

Total Cost calculation
Total Inventory Cost = $P$9 =N9+09
Total Stockout Cost =SUM(R12:R65012)*3650/65000
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